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Abstract. An elementary proof of the Kontorovich-Lebedev inversion formula is
given. It is hoped that this proof will provide insights into the properties of special functions
that arise in analytic number theory on higher rank groups.
1. Introduction










denote the Macdonald Bessel function.








2 + x−1| log x|
)
dx < ∞ . (1.1)
∫ ∞
−∞
|g(u)Kiu(y)| du|(iu)(−iu)| < ∞ , (1.2)















were introduced in [KL39] and the following inversion formula was proved.
THEOREM 1.5. Let f : R+ → C be a smooth test function of bounded variation
satisfying (1.1). Then for y > 0, we have
(f )(y) = f (y) .
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The Kontorovich-Lebedev inversion formula (Theorem 1.5) has played an important
role in analytic number theory since it is used in choosing optimal test functions in the
Kuznetsov trace formula (see [Iwa95]). In [GK11] the Kontorovich-Lebedev transform is
realized as a Whittaker transform on GL(2) and a very explicit generalization is provided
for GL(n) with n > 2. It is, therefore, important to find simple transparent proofs of the
inversion formula which might be capable of generalization to higher rank groups.
The main aim of this paper is to give an elementary proof of the Kontorovich-Lebedev
inversion formula (Theorem 1.5) for GL(2). The key to the proof is a formula for an integral
involving a product of three Bessel functions. It is hoped that this proof will provide insights
to the properties of the special functions that arise in analytic number theory associated with
higher rank groups.
2. Proof of Theorem 1.5
In §3, we will present an elementary proof of the following lemma which plays the
principal role in the proof of Theorem 1.5.


































We now present the proof of Theorem 1.5 which makes crucial use of Lemma 2.1. Fix
y > 0. For z > 0 consider










































































where we inserted (1.3), reversed orders of integration, and used Lemma 2.1.

























2 (1+u+ 11+u )e
−(1+u)y2
2z f ((1 + u)y) du
1 + u .
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Break the integral into F = F1 + F2, where F1 =
∫ 1/L
−1/L is the main term and F2 =∫
u>−1
|u|>1/L











2 (1+u+ 11+u )e
−(1+u)y2


























ze−u2z/2(1 + O(u3z))(f (y) + O(u + 1/z))du
=
(















by changing variables x = u√z. The first error term O(1/L) is always going to zero. Same
thing with the second term, O(1/z). For the third term to vanish in the limit, we need any
L  z1/3+ε , say. We want the range of integration to approach the whole real line, i.e.√
z/L → ∞. So we need L = o(√z). Any value in the range z1/3+ε < L = o(z1/2) will






For this choice of L, the integral approaches
√
2π , giving a final contribution of
F1(y; z) → f (y) ,
as z → ∞.
Now we turn to F2. For u > 1/L, we have the inequalities
1 + u + 1
1 + u > 1 + 1/L +
1
1 + 1/L > 2 + 1/L
2 − 1/L3 .

















By the choice of L in (2.2), we have e−z/(2L2) < 1/z2. So F3 → 0 as z → ∞.
The contribution from
∫
−1<u<−1/L is handled in the same way (assuming the test
function f has behavior f (y) = o(1/y) as y → 0) and we are done.
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3. Proof of Lemma 2.1
First we restate the claimed identity as
























(s + ν)(s − ν)z−2sds ,







































(2a)(1 − 2a) =
−2a sin 2πa
π
= −2(1 + a) sin 2πa
π(a)
.
Moving the line of integration in a all the way to the right, and summing residues at
poles by way of the formula
Ress=−n (s) = (−1)
n
n! , for n = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,
we get


















(−1)n(2si + n)(1 + si + n)(si + sj + n)
(sj − si − n)(si + sk + n)(sk − si − n)
n!(si + n) ds1ds2ds3

















(−1)n(2si + n)(1 + si + n)(si + sj + n)(si + sk + n)













sin π(si − sj ) sin π(si − sk)
× (2si)(1 + si )(si + sj )(si + sk)
(si)(1 + si − sj )(1 + si − sk) 4F3
[
2si, 1 + si , si + sj , si + sk;
si , 1 + si − sj , 1 + si − sk; − 1
]
× ds1ds2ds3 ,
where, i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, {j, k} = {1, 2, 3}\{i}.
We now apply the formula
4F3
[
a, 1 + a2 , b, c;
a
2 , 1 + a − b, 1 + a − c;
− 1
]
= (1 + a − b)(1 + a − c)
(1 + a)(1 + a − b − c) , (3.1)
which appears as equation (3), p. 28 in [Bai64], and an elementary proof of which is given
in Section 4 below. We find that













sin π(si − sj ) sin π(si − sk)
× (si + sj )(si + sk)













sin 2πsi sin π(sj + sk)
sin π(si − sj ) sin π(si − sk)ds1ds2ds3 .










x−2s1y−2s2z−2s3(s1 + s2)(s1 + s3)(s2 + s3)ds1ds2ds3
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4. Proof of Equation (3.1)
To prove (3.1), we will need three well-known, ubiquitous results from the theory of





(s + b)(s + c)(−s + d)(−s)ds = (b)(c)(b + d)(c + d)
(b + c + d) , (4.1)
the second is Barnes’ second lemma
1





(s + u)(s + v)(s + w)(−s + x − u − v − w)(−s)
(s + x) ds
= (u)(v)(w)
(x − u)(x − v)(x − w) , (4.2)








2 )(1 + a − b)
(1 + a)(1 + a2 − b)
. (4.3)
Proofs of these may be found, for example, in [Bai64]. To maintain the elementary flavor
of the present article, though, we will provide, at the end of this section, proofs of (4.1),
(4.2), and (4.3) that require only basic contour-shift arguments and facts about the gamma
function.
First, let us demonstrate how these results may be used to deduce (3.1). Into the
integral in (4.2), we make the change of variable s → −n + s; we then apply, to both sides
of the result, the substitution
u = n + 1 + a
2
, v = n + b , w = n + c , x = 2n + 1 + a .
We get
1





(s + 1 + a2 )(s + b)(s + c)(−s + a2 − b − c)(−s + n)
(s + n + 1 + a) ds
= (n + 1 +
a
2 )(n + b)(n + c)
(n + a2 )(n + 1 + a − b)(n + 1 + a − c)
.
We multiply both sides by
(a2 )(1 + a − b)(1 + a − c)
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and sum over nonnegative integers n, whence
(a2 )(1 + a − b)(1 + a − c)





(s + 1 + a
2
)(s + b)(s + c)(−s + a
2




(−1)n(n + a)(n − s)




a, 1 + a2 , b, c;
a




To the sum in square brackets, on the left hand side of the above equation, we may apply
(4.3). The result, after some simplification, is that
(a2 )(1 + a − b)(1 + a − c)





(s + b)(s + c)(−s + a
2
− b − c)(−s)ds
= 4F3
[
a, 1 + a2 , b, c;
a




To the integral on the left, we now apply (4.1); we get
(1 + a − b)(1 + a − c)
(1 + a)(1 + a − b − c) = 4F3
[
a, 1 + a2 , b, c;
a




This completes the proof of (3.1)—modulo the promised, elementary proofs of (4.1), (4.2),
and (4.3), which we now provide.
(i) Proof of Barnes’ first lemma (4.1) and Kummer’s theorem (4.3)
We begin by recalling the Maclaurin series
(1 + y)−b =
∞∑
n=0
























n! = (b)(1 + y)
−b . (4.4)
This latter identity is the key to our derivations of (4.1) and (4.3), as follows.
First: we multiply both sides of (4.4) by yc−1(1+y)−c−d , and integrate the result over
y ∈ R+, obtaining















yc(1 + y)−b−c−d dy
y
.
Applying, to both sides of this equation, the classical Eulerian formula
(u)(v)
(u + v) =
∫ ∞
0
yu(1 + y)−u−v dy
y
(4.5)
(which is, itself, a consequence of (4.4), a change of variable, and Mellin inversion), we
find that
1





(s + b)(s + c)(−s + d)(−s)ds = (b)(c)(b + d)
(b + c + d) .
Barnes’ first lemma (4.1) is thus proved.
We prove Kummer’s theorem (4.3) in a similar fashion: we multiply both sides of














ya−1(1 − y2)−bdy .
(4.6)
But, by appropriate changes of variable and by (4.5),∫ 1
0
ys+a−1(1 − y)−bdy = (s + a)(1 − b)
(s + 1 + a − b)
and ∫ 1
0
ya−1(1 − y2)−bdy = (
a
2 )(1 − b)
2(1 + a2 − b)
.
So (4.6) reads




(s + a)(s + b)(−s)
(s + 1 + a − b) ds =
(a2 )(1 − b)(b)
2(1 + a2 − b)
. (4.7)
Moving the line of integration in (4.7) all the way to the right, and summing residues at
poles in the usual way, we get
(a)(b)(1 − b)
(1 + a − b) 2F1
[
a, b;




2 )(1 − b)(b)
2(1 + a2 − b)
.








2(1 + a)/a =
(1 + a2 )
(1 + a) ,
yields (4.3), and our proof of Kummer’s theorem is complete.
(ii) Proof of Barnes’ second lemma (4.2)
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Here we derive (4.2) from (4.1) in a fashion that parallels, to a large extent, our above
deduction of (3.1) from (4.2). Namely: Into the integral in (4.1), we replace s by −t + s;
we then substitute, into both sides of the result,






(s + v)(s + w)(−s + x − v − w)(t − s)ds
= (t + v)(t + w)(x − v)(x − w)
(t + x) .
We multiply both sides by
(2πi)−1(t + u)(−t + x − u − v − w)(−t)












(t + u)(t − s)(−t + x − u − v − w)(−t)dt
]
ds





(t + u)(t + v)(t + w)(−t + x − u − v − w)(−t)
(t + x) dt .
To the integral on the left, we apply (4.1), twice—first to the integral in t , and then to the
resulting integral in s. We find that
(u)(v)(w)(x − u − v)(x − u − w)(x − v − w)
(x − u)





(t + u)(t + v)(t + w)(−t + x − u − v − w)(−t)
(t + x) dt .
This completes the proof of Barnes’ second lemma (4.2).
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